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ABSTRACT Ensuring a seamless connection during the mobility of various User Equipments (UEs) will
be one of the major challenges facing the practical implementation of the Fifth Generation (5G) networks
and beyond. Several key determinants will significantly contribute to numerous mobility challenges. One
of the most important determinants is the use of millimeter waves (mm-waves) as it is characterized by
high path loss. The inclusion of various types of small coverage Base Stations (BSs), such as Picocell,
Femtocell and drone-based BSs is another challenge. Other issues include the use of Dual Connectivity (DC),
Carrier Aggregation (CA), the massive growth of mobiles connections, network diversity, the emergence
of connected drones (as BS or UE), ultra-dense network, inefficient optimization processes, central
optimization operations, partial optimization, complex relation in optimization operations, and the use of
inefficient handover decision algorithms. The relationship between these processes and diverse wireless
technologies can cause growing concerns in relation to handover associated with mobility. The risk becomes
critical with high mobility speed scenarios. Therefore, mobility issues and their determinants must be
efficiently addressed. This paper aims to provide an overview of mobility management in 5G networks. The
work examines key factors that will significantly contribute to the increase of mobility issues. Furthermore,
the innovative, advanced, efficient, and smart handover techniques that have been introduced in 5G networks
are discussed. The study also highlights the main challenges facing UEs’ mobility as well as future research
directions on mobility management in 5G networks and beyond.
INDEX TERMS Mobility management, handover, mobility challenges, handover problems, mobility
robustness optimization, handover self-optimization, load balancing, 5G network, and future ultra-dense
networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Practical implementation has begun for the first phase of the
Fifth Generation (5G) network at the global level, while plans
for the second phase (mm-wave 5G) are currently in progress.
Generally, there are three different use-cases in 5G networks:
enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB), massive Machine-
Type Communications (mMTC), and Ultra-Reliable Low-
Latency Communication (URLLC). Each of them possesses
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Robert Hunjet.
challenging requirements such as providing wider coverage,
increased network capacity, high reliability or providing
minimum delay. It is clear that each 5G use-case requires
different handover strategies, which affect the signaling
overhead, power consumption, and handover delay. The
implementation of the 5G networks will potentially impact
mobile phones compared to previous generations.
5G allows for a wide variety of connections such as
the Internet-of-Things (IoT), Machine-To-Machine (M2M),
Device-To-Device (D2D), Vehicle-To-Everything (V2X),
and Bluetooth. Collectively, they will influence businesses,
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governments, and customer interactions in the physical
world [1]–[9]. Connections are significantly growing with
time due to the recognized benefits of linking inert devices
to the internet by customers, businesses, and governments.
Over the next decade, these aforementioned services will
be key components of the largest device markets in the
world [10]–[12]. It is expected that there will be hundreds
of thousands of simultaneous connections deemed essential
for the massive deployment of these services in 5G net-
works [13]–[15]. These varied types of connected services
will require more system capacity and higher data rates, while
parts of them require lower latency. All these have led to the
development of the 5G systems.
Currently, new studies and plans for the Sixth Gen-
eration (6G) have begun; systems that mainly aim to
provide massive capacity, high data rates, lower latency,
lower battery consumption, and reduced cost versus 4G
systems [13], [14], [16], [17]. However, high data rate
demands require a very wide bandwidth to meet and
fulfill User Equipments (UEs) satisfaction. The required
bandwidth for a 5G system is ten times higher than what
is required for the 4G system [13], [14], [16]–[19]. This
high demand is the key factor for proposing the use
of millimeter waves (mm-waves) since wider bandwidths
are available in these bands [20], [21]. These bands are
located between 10 GHz and 300 GHz [20]. The bands
of 10 GHz to 86 GHz spectrum have been recommended
by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) [22],
numerous industries [23], and many research centers [21] as
the best candidate bands for the 5G system [21]–[23]. They
have also been studied in several research categories [24]. The
28 GHz and 38 GHz are currently the most recommended
band for the 5G system [25]–[32]. Meanwhile, other higher
mm-wave bands of up to 120 GHz are recommended for the
6G system [13]–[15].
Although 5G technology based on mm-wave bands will
provide several solutions and features, numerous issues
related to mobility management have emerged. Therefore,
future mobile cellular communication networks will become
more complicated than previous networks. Several drivers
have contributed to the increasing complexities related to
mobility management. First, the use of the mm-wave will
lead to the deployment of massive numbers of small Base
Stations (BSs) due to the small coverage that can be provided
by the mm-wave. That will significantly contribute to the
increase of handover probability. In addition, the implemen-
tation of Dual Connectivity (DC) with Carrier Aggregation
(CA) will cause several handover scenarios. This is due to the
ability to simultaneously assignmultiple Component Carriers
(CCs) frequency bands for oneUE. One CC is usually defined
as a Primary Component Carrier (PCC), while the other CCs
are defined as Secondary Component Carriers (SCCs). The
PCC is responsible for carrying the control data, while the
SCCs are used for further data. The UE can make handover
between carriers to change the PCC. Multiple handover
procedures over multiple CCs are needed when the UEmoves
from one cell to another, further increasing the handover
probability.
The massive growth of mobile connections, network
diversity, and emerging Three-Dimensional (3D) mobile
communication (such as drones) will lead to a radical increase
in the demand for mobile data. Serving large numbers
of UEs will require the deployment of massive amounts of
small, overlapping BSs. This will lead to the structuring of
ultra-dense systems in future networks. Collectively, these
determinants will significantly contribute to the increase of
the unbalancing load and handover probability. On top of all
these factors, the use of inefficient handover techniques will
further raise mobility issues, leading to a high increase in the
Handover Probability (HOP), Handover Failure Probability
(HFP), Handover Ping-Pong Probability (HPPP) effect,
Radio Link Failure (RLF), interruption time, and throughput
degradation. The handover failure will then increase due to
the small cell size, especially with higher mobility speed
scenarios. This is because UEs with high mobile speeds may
cross the cell within a few seconds, and this will reduce
the probability of making handover decisions and/or the
completion probability of the handover procedure.
Handover and its related issues will deteriorate mobile con-
nectivity, connection reliability, and stability during the UE’s
mobility. Addressing these matters requires more advanced,
robust, and efficient mobility protocols, handover techniques,
and system solutions. The design of mobility management
protocols, handover parameters self-optimization techniques,
load balancing models, coordination functions, handover
decision algorithms, handover procedure, and path prediction
methods are needed. Although several mobility solutions
were proposed for 4G systems, they will not be fully efficient
in 5G networks. New solutions must be effectively designed
to deal with future networks characterized by more advanced
specifications and requirements than previous networks.
Recently, a few studies have focused on mobility manage-
ment issues in terms of mobility prediction, autonomic ver-
tical handover, security, Software-Defined Network (SDN),
Software Defined Network Virtualization (SDNV), Network
Function Virtualization (NFV), and battery consumption
models [33]–[38]. On top of that, a survey based on
real measurement data conducted shown how Long-Term
Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A) network performs during the
mobility of users in comparison with the first phase of LTE
releases. That study has analyzed handover execution time,
coverage and latency [39]. However, each study provided a
survey from a different perspective. Therefore, an overview
study is needed to highlight the determinants of mobility
challenges, issues, mobility solutions, and future directions
for upcoming networks.
This paper presents a comprehensive review and state-of-
the-art in mobility management for the 5G networks. The
previous works on mobility management and its character-
izations in the 5G networks are reviewed and discussed.
This study also focuses on the drivers that cause mobility
issues in the 5G networks. Understanding the root cause of
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FIGURE 1. Mobility management with handover initiation in wireless communication networks.
the issues will contribute towards the development of more
efficient mobility solutions. Opportunities and solutions that
can be considered in the development of 5G networks are also
highlighted. An overview of challenges and practical issues
to be addressed in 5G networks is provided. We hope that
this critical review may lead researchers to innovate, design,
and formulate efficient and smart handover techniques that
can manage handover optimization, handover decisions, dual
handover, and seamless handover procedures for 5G networks
and beyond.
The rest of this paper presents the following: Section II
provides an overview on mobility; Section III presents and
discusses key drivers of mobility challenges; Section IV
provides a brief description of advanced mobility solutions;
Section V discusses mobility challenges and future trends
in 5G networks; and Section VI presents the paper’s
conclusion.
II. MOBILITY OVERVIEW
Mobility in wireless networks is fundamentally identified as
the ability to maintain a UE’s connection with the serving
wireless network during the UE’s movement within cells
without any disruption in the ideal case, as shown in Figure 1.
It is considered as one of the essential features provided
by wireless communication networks as compared to wired
networks. With the mobility property, UE can have flexibility
during its movements. This feature enables UE to switch its
connection during its movement from the first cell (known as
a serving BS) to a new cell (known as a target BS) as long
as coverage is available. Data can be rerouted from the old
serving BS to the new target BS. All these features increase
UE satisfaction and facilitate the wide availability of wireless
services at any time and for many purposes. The movement
of UE leads to a continuous change in the received signal
strength level. Once the received signal strength falls below
an acceptable level or below the Received Signal Strength
Indicator (RSSI), which is the received signal strength
threshold level, at any specific location, a handover procedure
is triggered, as illustrated in Figure 1. The procedure begins
by sending a request from the serving to the target BSs to
switch the UE’s connection to the target BS that provides
a good signal strength. Therefore, the UE connection will
be maintained with the serving networks during mobility
without any disruption in the ideal case. But, mobility can
only be supported by systems that support mobility functions.
Mobility functions are essential roles for mobility support
in wireless communication networks. They are the functions
that are responsible for enabling the mobile UE to switch
connections from one cell to another during movement
without any disruption in the ideal case. Several mobility
functions are present, such as the mobile Internet Proto-
col (IP), handover decision, handover optimization func-
tions [40]–[42], and rerouting mobile protocols [43]–[45].
Somewireless networks support these functions, while others
do not. For example, cellular systems, wide-area mobile
data systems (i.e., Mobile WiMAX), Wireless Local Area
Networks (WLAN), and several satellite systems support
mobility functions. On the other hand, cordless networks,
fixed wireless networks (i.e., fixed WiMAX), some satellite
systems (satellite TV services), radio, and Bluetooth systems
do not support mobility functions. In addition to supporting
mobility functions, the system maintains different maximum
mobility speeds depending on the wireless system and its
specifications.
Mobility speed is one of the significant criteria consid-
ered in mobility studies for wireless networks. Numerous
UEs can have different speeds, which lead to dissimilar
impacts on the received signal strength during UE mobility.
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FIGURE 2. Ultra-dense and overlapping HetNets with multi-types of connections in future wireless networks.
That, in turn, can lead to various effects on communication
stability. The maximum user speeds supported by wireless
communication systems with mobility features vary. For
instance, in 4G, the supported maximum speed was only
350 km/hr [46], while the 5G cellular system can support
up to 500 km/hr [47]. As the maximum speed is increased,
fast handover decision making as well as carrying out
the required handover process becomes essential require-
ments. Supporting a specific mobility speed is an essential
requirement that must be fulfilled for each wireless system,
specifically mobile cellular systems. The reason behind that
is due to several key factors in the system’s architecture,
protocols, and functionalities employed; such as round
communication latency, network architecture, the applied
frequency, and node processing time. Although new wireless
systems support higher mobile speeds, the increase in mobile
speed leads to critical issues during mobility. As a result,
several mobility techniques have been proposed to address
the various issues that arise during different mobile speed
scenarios.
Efficient mobility techniques mean the mobility pro-
cedures, methods, mechanisms, and protocols that work
efficiently to support a reliable and stable connection during
UEs’ mobility [38], [48]–[52]. Various mobility techniques
and functions have been presented to support mobility. One
example would be the techniques used for regulatingmobility
control parameters, known as handover self-optimization
functions [50], [51], [53]–[58]. Another example is the
mechanisms used for making handover decisions, known as
handover decision algorithms [59]–[63]. Protocols are also
applied for rerouting data or voice calls to the new routing
path, known as mobile routing protocols [64], [65].
The techniques utilized for reducing handover probability,
handover delay, or improving handover procedure can also
support mobility. Implementing efficient mobility techniques
will lead to seamless connections throughout UE mobility
within cells. This will guarantee a reliable connection and
provide excellent quality service. Several techniques have
been proposed in the literature for addressing mobility issues.
However, at present, there is no optimal mobility technique
that can fully address all mobility issues. Thus, these concerns
are still an open area of research for new systems, such as 5G
or 6G technologies.
In 5G technology, the use of mm-waves [19], [20] is
the predominant factor affecting mobility. That occurs due
to the high path loss when mm-wave frequency bands are
employed thereby the cell coverage reduces. This leads to
a significant increase in the handover probabilities, which
leads to increased mobility problems, such as high handover
failure, handover Ping-Pong effect, and radio link failures.
Moreover, new types of mobile connection systems are
expected to be established in future networks, as presented
in Figure 2. Implementing these systems will contribute to
the increase of mobility issues as well.
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The tremendous growth of mobile UEs will lead to
congestions in the serving network. That will raise the
overlapping network deployments, especially of small BSs,
which in turn will raise the handover necessities. Collectively,
these issues will lead to a future increase in mobile data
traffic. This rapid growth will also contribute to the high
probability of handover rate. Handover interruption time is
another critical issue that will occur in 5G networks since the
5G cell size is incredibly small and the handover probability
will be very high, leading to a significant increase in the
interruption time. Thus, the handover processing time must
be very short, especially for the UEs with high speed.
III. KEY FACTORS FOR MOBILITY CHALLENGES
This section will highlight twelve (12) key factors that can
influence the mobility management in 5G networks.
A. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE mm-WAVE
In the near future, a massive number of small 5G BSs
will be deployed to build upcoming HetNets. However,
communication performance will be radically affected. This
is due to the introduction of the mm-wave bands which
provide very short coverage due to their high path loss char-
acterization [21], [66]–[70]. For example, 28 GHz is one of
the best candidate frequency bands that can be implemented
in 5G networks, but this frequency band can only support up
to 200 meters in Line-Of-Sight (LOS) [71], [72]. To cover
an area of a few kilometers by the 5G networks, a high
number of small 5G BSs must be deployed, compared to the
previous generations. Numbers will further rise with the use
of higher mm-wave bands since the coverage will become
smaller. Compared to the 4G system based on 2.1 GHz, one
4G cell can cover up to 1.5 km [73]–[78]. On the other hand,
replacing one 4G cell with 2.1 GHz by a 5G cell with 28 GHz
will require more than fourteen 5G cells to provide similar
coverage as one 4G. The large massive numbers of small 5G
cells will lead to a high number of handover probabilities
during UEs’ mobility, which, in turn, will lead to a high
increase in the probability of HPPP effect, RLF, interruption
time, and throughput degradation. Given the larger number of
required handovers (due to this smaller cell size), the expected
number of handover failures in the network also increases.
The case becomes more critical with higher mobility speed
scenarios. This is because mobile UEs with high mobile
speed scenarios can cross the cell within a few seconds, and
this will reduce the proper searching time needed and the
completion probability of the handover procedure. Therefore,
the introduction of mm-waves for future networks will be one
of the drivers that will cause significant mobility issues.
B. DUAL CONNECTIVITY (DC)
DC enables UEs to have connectivity to two different cells
at the same time [79]–[86]. One connection is established
to a macro cell and another to a small cell [87]. The UE
can simultaneously perform communication over the 4G and
5G networks, as illustrated in Figure 3. This contributes to
FIGURE 3. Dual Connectivity with handover scenarios in future
communication networks.
enhancing UE’s data rate and mobility performance. Since
the UE can be connected to 4G and 5G networks over
different frequency bands at the same time, the handover
scenarios obviously will increase. This will cause additional
handover probability since new handover scenarios will be
added compared to a single connection. These new handover
scenarios occur in two situations: (i) when the UE switches
the connection of the microcell to another macro cell, (ii)
when the UE switches the connection from a small cell to
another small cell. This will lead to an upsurge in handover
probability, causing further increases in mobility problems.
That includes interruption time, signaling overhead, and
battery life wastage.
FIGURE 4. Dual Connectivity with handover scenarios in future
communication networks.
C. CARRIER AGGREGATION
The carrier aggregation technique has been introduced in
LTE-A systems. It began from Rel.10 and was further
developed to Rel.16. The basic notion of the CA technique
is aggregating multiple CCs to serve one UE, as shown
in Figure 4. That enables the UE to establish multiple
connections with the serving BS over different frequency
bands simultaneously. This has been targeted so as to achieve
a higher data rate over an effectively wider bandwidth.
The CA technique aims to enhance wireless connectivity
by offering better coverage. One of the assigned carriers is
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FIGURE 5. Growth of mobile communication leads to increased load balancing needed in future communication networks.
permanently configured as a PCC used to transfer the control
data between the UE and the serving network. The other
assigned carriers are always configured as SCCs to extend
the UE’s bandwidth and deliver further data. In other words,
the key difference between the assigned PCC and SCCs is the
type of data transmitted over each carrier.
The aim of introducing the CA technique with different
Carrier Aggregation Deployment Scenarios (CADSs) is to
boost the total network performance by offering wider band-
width to UEs, improving network coverage, and enhancing
the overall UE experience. However, from a technical per-
spective, implementing this technique with various CADSs
will add new mobility challenges. Configuring multiple CCs
to serve one UE will prompt new handover scenarios. One
handover scenario that can be performed is between CCs,
which is defined as the CC to CC handover scenario. That
occurs when the system needs to change the PCC, which is
selected as the best among multiple configured CCs.
This new handover scenario aims to switch the PCC,
which mainly takes place according to the signal quality,
and channel conditions related to the UE behavior as well
as Handover Control Parameter (HCPs) settings. Another
handover scenario occurs when inter-base station handover
is taken place. Since the UE communicates using multiple
CCs, the handover needed is over PCC and SCC switching
connections to new BSs through the support of the CA
technique. That will lead to a rise in handover probability,
which will further contribute to increasing the probability of
mobility issues.
D. GROWTH OF NETWORK DIVERSITY
In the 1990s, the Second Generation (2G) cellular networks
were able to serve mobile UEs over wireless links. Subse-
quently, theWLAN began, followed byWiMAX, for offering
data services. Concurrently, 3G networks started to deliver
data services but with limited speeds compared to WLAN or
WiMAX during that time. Today, several wireless networks
can serve UEs with different types of services: voice, data,
or video. Currently, mobile UEs can communicate over 2G,
3G, 4G, 5G, WLAN, or Mobile WiMAX networks based on
coverage and resource availability. These different types of
wireless networks are deployed, overlapping each other. This
enables the connected UE to switch connections between the
different types of networks during its movement. Although it
will allow the wide availability of wireless communication
resources and services, it also contributes to the rise in
handover probability. This will further add to the probability
of increased mobility issues.
E. MASSIVE GROWTH OF MOBILE DEVICES
The growing number of mobile connections is another
significant problem facing the implementation of future
cellular networks [88]. The massive increase in mobile
connections will lead to a radical increase in the demand
for mobile data traffic, which means a wider bandwidth is
needed [88]. Since the system bandwidths provided by 3G
and 4G BSs are limited and insufficient, they will not be able
to serve a high number of UEs within the cell. The 5G will be
deployed while overlapping 3G and 4G networks. Therefore,
part of the 3G and 4G mobile connections will be switched
to 5G cells in order to balance the load and reduce the
traffic congestion of 3G and 4G networks [89], as shown
in Figure 5. This will lead to a tremendous increase in the
handover probability from 3G and 4G to 5G BSs. The effect
will be more critical with the massive number of connections
that will be implemented in future networks. The growth of
these various connected devices can contribute to additional
mobility issues. Thus, the rising number of various connected
devices over different links is one scenario that will increase
the cell load. Subsequently, this will add to the request for
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FIGURE 6. Connected drones with 3D movement in future networks.
balancing loads in some cases. As a result, a significant rise
in the handover rate will occur.
F. EMERGING 3D MOBILE COMMUNICATION
Connected drones are anticipated to be used in 5G networks
and beyond. Currently, the target is to use connected drones
to serve as sky BSs, or act as mobile UEs when employed
for other services. Recently, Loon company has started to
deliver wireless connectivity with the balloon-based base
station. This project is expected to initiate the move towards
enhancing data rates to UEs, which will lead to providing
good wireless services in a remote area. Similarly, they are
expected to be used in several other services [90]–[93]. How-
ever, connected drones require more stable communications.
But, the movement of drones or any aerial objects in three
dimensions is a key challenge as it leads to rapid change
in the received signal strength [90], [94]–[96]. Moreover,
the mobility speed of drones is faster and their trajectories are
different than that of vehicles or normal UEs, further resulting
in rapid degradation of the received signal strength. This,
in turn, contributes to the rise in handover probability. The
handover processing time to switch connections to a target
BS will require time, and that may cause some calls to get
dropped before the drones can switch connections. Therefore,
these issues will further increase the interruption time more
than what occurs typically to UEs.
G. ULTRA-DENSE NETWORK
Overlapping deployment in future HetNets is another
concern that may become a mobility issue. 5G networks will
be deployed overlapping the current HetNets (2G, 3G, and
4G networks) as well as future IoT networks. Femtocells and
mesh Wi-Fi will also be widely deployed and overlapping
cellular networks, as illustrated in Figure 7. All networks
are expected to serve mobile UEs, and handover can
be performed from one network to another. Since future
HetNets will become more overlapping, and ultra-dense,
the types of handover scenarios will also increase. This
will also significantly contribute to soaring handover rates
during UEs’ mobility, which will increase the handover
probability, causing a significant escalation in HFP, HPPP
effect, RLF, interruption time, throughput degradation,
as well as overhead and overall communication performance
quality [79]–[83], [86], [97]–[105]. The drawbacks become
more severe through high mobility speeds, particularly when
there are no mobility robustness optimization techniques
or efficient handover decision algorithms used. Thus, these
issues must be addressed as well in the design of mobility
management.
H. INEFFICIENT OPTIMIZATION PROCESS
Proposing methods to optimize HCP settings is necessary
for improving overall system performance. Typically, the UE
performs handover based on a set of HCPs estimated in
the system and assigned to all UEs. The optimal handover
decision algorithm triggers the handover request when the
HCP criteria are met. Thus, optimizing the HCP settings
is one of the key approaches for enhancing mobility
performance in 5G networks.
If HCP settings are adjusted to fixed settings, ongoing
communication will be negatively affected, especially when
the UE speed is substantially high. Thus, HCP settings
should be suitably adjusted to address this shortcoming.
However, performing this manually will increase manage-
ment and maintenance complexity. Therefore, the Handover
Parameter Optimization (HPO) function has been intro-
duced by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)
as a fundamental feature in the deployment of 4G and
5G networks [40]–[42], [106]. This function automatically
estimates the appropriate HCP settings according to the
instantaneous network conditions. Subsequently, several
studies have been conducted to address this shortcom-
ing [48]–[50], [55], [81], [107].
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FIGURE 7. Probabilities of handover scenarios in Ultra-Dense networks without carrier aggregation and dual connectivity.
According to existing studies in the literature [48]–[50],
[55], [81], [107], algorithms that provide efficient opti-
mization for HCP settings are available, but no optimal
solution exists. Some proposed algorithms only adjust HCP
settings according to a single parameter, such as distance
or velocity. Since several influencing factors should be
considered for estimating appropriate HCP settings (such
as distance, channel condition, noise, interference, resource
availability, and UE’s velocity), simply approximating these
configurations from the perspective of a single factor will
only lead to inadequate HCP settings. Some of these
algorithms, such as the Adaptive Handover Algorithm, are
based on distance (AHOA-D) [108], velocity [109], and a
Fuzzy Control (FLC) algorithm [110]. The FLC algorithm
only adjusts the Handover Margin (HOM) level, while
the Time-to-Trigger (TTT) is set to a fixed value. This
malfunction reduces the main purpose of the HPO task.
All highlighted algorithms perform optimization for each
cell except AHOA-D. This may allow some UEs to perform
handover to other cells, while not needing the handover
procedure at that time. Therefore, unnecessary handover
probability will increase as a result of suboptimal HCP
settings. Studies that focus on optimizing HCP settings based
on multiple influencing factors are lacking. It can be stated
that only non-robust and suboptimal algorithms are present
for selecting appropriate HCP settings in the next mobile
networks. Most of these algorithms have been developed
for 4G technology, which has different specifications and
requirements than what is needed for 5G networks. The
existing algorithms developed for previous cellular networks
may be inefficient for use in 5G networks. Thus, they must
be investigated over 5G networks with different mobility and
deployment scenarios. Then, the validated algorithm(s) can
be recommended or further developed to become applicable
in 5G networks. There is a need for advanced, dynamic,
and robust HPO algorithms that estimate appropriate HCP
settings based on multiple influencing parameters.
I. CENTRAL SELF-OPTIMIZATION OPERATION
One of the main issues related to mobility is the opti-
mization operation for HCPs. Several algorithms have
been developed to automatically perform self-optimization
for HCPs [56], [110]–[122]. To the best of our knowl-
edge, the most available self-optimization algorithms were
designed based on the concept of central control and
optimization for all systems. That means the optimization
operation is performed based on the performance of the
entire network, and not on an individual UE’s experience.
That entails using unified HCP settings for all UEs,
simultaneously.
All UEs connected to a specific BS must utilize the
same HCPs. This central optimization may lead to increased
handover issues for some UEs. Not all mobile UEs require
the optimization process to perform at the same time and
in the same direction. Some UEs may need optimization at
time T, while others may not require optimization during
that same time. Similarly, some UEs may need optimization
in the upper direction at time T, while others may require
optimization to be performed simultaneously in a different
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FIGURE 8. The mesh relationships (Conflict Problem) between LBO and HPO algorithms and HCPs.
direction. Thus, a central optimization operation is a critical
mobility issue that must be addressed in 5G networks.
The problem becomes more critical due to the small
coverage offered by 5G BSs, the support for high mobility
speeds, and the need for Ultra-Reliable Communication
(URC). Thus, central optimization will not be the best
solution for 5G networks. The decentralized and distributed
approaches would, therefore, be required.
J. PARTIAL SELF-OPTIMIZATION
Partial self-optimization means the optimization algorithm
performs the automatic operation for some selected HCPs
only, while the other HCPs are defined statically and
manually. This type of optimization can create another
handover issue. Some algorithms in the literature operate
based on this concept. That is, some algorithms optimize only
one HCP (the HOM), such as in [110], [116], [122], while the
other HCPs are considered to be fixed. Utilizing fixed TTT
may cause one handover issue that HPO aims to address.
K. COMPLEX RELATION IN SELF-OPTIMIZATION
OPERATION
The HPO and Load Balancing Optimization (LBO) are two
algorithms that optimize system performance by automati-
cally adjusting HCP settings. Both functions aim to dynam-
ically optimize HCP settings to handle various handover
problems [40]–[42], [123]. For example, the HPO function
adaptively adjusts HCP settings to maintain system quality
and perform automatic optimizations for HCPs with minimal
human intervention; on the other hand, the LBO function
can adaptively adjust HCP settings to balance the load over
adjacent cells.
Since these two algorithms adjust the same HCP settings
for the same cell, they may be dependent on each other,
where the action of one algorithm may have an influence
on the other algorithm. This situation is defined by 3GPP
as ‘‘Self-Optimization Network (SON) functions in con-
flict’’ [42], [124]. This conflict can occur when HPO and
LBO functions adjust the same HCP settings in the same
direction with different scales or in two opposite directions,
as illustrated in Figure 8. This figure shows the different
optimization scenarios that may lead to producing conflicts
process between the LBO and HPO operations. These can
occur simultaneously or in two different periods. Thus, a con-
flict is detected due to the complex relationship between these
algorithms. This conflict can be classified as two different
types: (i) a simultaneous conflict and (ii) a non-simultaneous
conflict. If HPO and LBO algorithms perform optimization at
the same time, the simultaneous conflict occurs, as illustrated
in Figure 8 (a). Similarly, if these algorithms perform
optimization at different times, the non-simultaneous conflict
occurs, as illustrated in Figure 8 (b).
Consequently, HCP settings will be modified twice. This
parallel optimization process produces problems and the
network behavior becomes unstable. As a result, one of
these two algorithms will be unable to achieve the specified
SON objectives since they may have conflicting interests
on network resources. This complex relationship and the
emergent issues that arise through the interplay of these
two procedures is a key cause contributing to increased
mobility management issues, especially with the deployment
of 5G and 6G systems. Avoiding this conflict is hardly
possible unless one of these two algorithms is disabled.
However, disabling LBO or HPO algorithm may not satisfy
the prerequisite that both load and handover performances
must be enhanced simultaneously. Therefore, several coor-
dinated algorithms have been proposed to mitigate, prevent,
or resolve this problem [125]–[128]. The main and general
concept of the coordinated algorithms is to synchronize the
optimization process between LBO andHPO to avoid conflict
probability. Although these solutions are aimed at solving the
problem, it has not been fully resolved. One of the major
reasons for the resulting problem is central optimization.
Furthermore, existing solutions perform coordination using
a single factor while neglecting other influencing factors.
That usually enhances the system performance on one side,
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while degrading it on the other side. Therefore, no optimal
coordinated solution exists in the literature. Thus, the study of
handover coordination is still an open research area. Solving
this issue can be performed by developing an efficient and
smart coordinated algorithm/function that is able to perform
individual optimization for each user independently based on
its need.
L. INEFFICIENT HANDOVER DECISION ALGORITHM
The improvement achieved by optimizing HCP settings in
HetNets may be hindered without an efficient handover
decision algorithm. The importance of implementing an
efficient handover decision is equivalent to the optimum
estimation of handover decision settings since it is the
first line of the handover process. Most works in handover
decision algorithms were developed for 3G and 4G networks,
however, these technologies offer wider cell coverage than
what can be offered by the 5G networks. Moreover, 3G and
4G networks have different requirements and specifications
than what is needed for the 5G networks [129]–[131].
The handover scenarios in the 5G networks are further
increased due to several factors, as described previously
in Figure 7. The small coverage provided by 5G BSs, with
high mobility supports and URC requirements, raise the need
for more robust and faster handover decision algorithms.
The impact of mm-waves on handover performance is
not thoroughly covered in the current literature. This gives
an indication that the existing handover decision algorithms
employed in 3G and 4G networks may not be efficient for use
in 5G networks. The case becomes even more critical with
applications that require URC. This is considered as one of
the contributing factors that lead to increased mobility issues
in 5G networks. Further investigations and developments for
handover decision algorithms are needed.
IV. ADVANCED MOBILITY SOLUTIONS
The developments of cellular communication systems offer
enhancements and new services; however, several issues
usually emerge with new upcoming systems. Fortunately,
numerous techniques have risen as solutions to these
challenges. There are five (5) available solutions, which will
be discussed as follows.
A. HPO MODELS
One significant feature that has been introduced to solve
mobility problems in 4G and 5G networks is mobility
functions under the SON [42], [57], [84], [106], [132]–[139],
which may further be developed and kept as one of the main
components in the 6G system as well. The SON feature is
one of three main sub-networks that has been introduced
under the Self-Organization Network in 4G and 5G networks,
as illustrated in Figure 9.
The main aim of the SON is to automate the manage-
ment process by dynamically adapting system parameters.
Automatic adaptation of system parameters is accomplished
by integrating a variety of self-optimizing functions to
FIGURE 9. The functionality of self-configuration and self-optimization.
FIGURE 10. Self-Optimization functions and their mesh relationship with
network parameters [123].
improve system quality and reduce network complex-
ity. HPO and LBO are among the significant func-
tions (algorithms) introduced in the SON, as illustrated in
Figure 10 [42], [84], [85], [106], [132]–[136], [140].
The HPO Function has been introduced as a fundamental
feature in the deployment of 4G and 5G networks. Its
main aim to automatically tuning HCP settings to maintain
network quality. Specifically, HPO’s target is to detect
and perform corrections of both the RLF and the HPPP
effect due to mobility. In other words, the HPO algorithm
adaptively adjusts the HCP settings when RLF or HPPP
is detected as a result of one or more of the following
causes:
i). ‘‘Too Early Handover’’, as described in Figure 11 (a),
ii). ‘‘Too Late Handover’’, as described in Figure 11 (b),
iii). ‘‘Handover to Wrong Cell’’, or
iv). ‘‘Inefficient use of system resources’’, which causes by
unnecessary handover.
If RLF or HPPP is detected as a result of suboptimal HCP
settings, the HPO algorithm is enabled to adjust HCP settings
for the related cell to solve the handover problem. Currently,
the mobility within 5G networks (with high requirements
such as URLLC, mm-wave, lower latency) has prompted
the need for more advanced HPO algorithms. It became
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a key requirement that should be developed to address
mobility issues adopted in 5G networks. The existing HPO
algorithms developed for 4G networks may not be efficient
for use in 5G networks. One of the reasons is due to the
central optimization operation and in part due to the partial
optimization, as they both have been explained previously.
Also, some of the current algorithms in the literature use
inefficient input parameters in designing the algorithm, which
also leads to estimate inappropriate HCP settings.
B. LBO FUNCTION
The LBO function adaptively adjusts HCP settings to balance
the unequal load between neighboring cells (see Figure 5).
Cell load balance is required when two cells’ coverage
overlap, two cells’ hierarchical coverage overlap, or neigh-
boring cells’ coverage overlap, as described in Figure 12.
When the loads between these two cells are unbalanced,
the LBO algorithm is enabled to adjust the HCP settings of
the corresponding cell. This is accomplished to handover the
UEs located at the cell edge to the cell that provides more
resources and with a lesser load. The operation of the LBO
algorithm initially begins by monitoring the cells’ load and
then exchanges the related information within neighboring
eNBs over X2 or S1 interfaces. Based on this information,
the load of each cell is indicated to be either low, mid, high,
or overloaded. The serving eNB selects the suitable target cell
based on the load’s indication.
Consequently, the LBO algorithm is enabled when the
serving cell becomes overloaded and the load of the selected
target cell is less than or equal to the average load. If the
serving cell load does not reach the overloaded level,
the LBO algorithm will not be enabled. Although this
function has been introduced to contribute to solvingmobility
issues, the need for more efficient LBO algorithms is still
required.
C. ENABLING DC
Although DC is one of the factors that lead to increased
handover probability, it also contributes to solving mobility
issues. In DC, the UE can simultaneously be connected over
multiple carriers to two varied BSs of different technologies.
This will contribute to providing high data rates to UEs
by allowing them to utilize two different bands over two
different technologies. Thus, the total UE data rate is the
aggregated data rate of the 4G and 5G speeds. A more
stable connection is provided since the control data will
be managed by macro BSs. Enabling the DC technique
contributes to enhancing the UE data rate during mobility
as well as reducing the dis-connectivity probability that
results from the implementation of small 5G cells. However,
the mobility issue will not be solved entirely. Let us assume
that the connection can be maintained with the macro BS,
and frequent handover can occur over cells that use mm-
waves. However, implementing a more optimal solution can
efficiently contribute to addressing the issue.
D. CONDITIONAL HANDOVER
Conditional Handover (CHO) is a new technique that has
been introduced as a part of mobility functions in 3GPP’s
Rel.16. Its aim is to enhance the mobility robustness of
UEs [142]–[146]. It was defined by 3GPP in [142] as ‘‘a
handover that is executed by the UE when one or more
handover execution conditions are met’’.
This technique operates based on the concept of advanced
preparation for the targeted BSs before the handover is
triggered. It seems that CHO has some similarities to the
soft handover technique concept with a few changes in the
operations and handover features. The technique begins with
the advanced preparation of a list of neighboring BSs to be
the candidate target BSs before the UE’s serving Reference
Signal Received Power (RSRP) goes below the threshold
level and before the handover is needed. Once the handover
is needed, the serving BS will be ready to perform the
handover since the candidate target BS was already specified
in advance. In other words, for CHO, the serving BS will be
able to list and prepare multiple BSs as candidate target BSs
before the handover is triggered. Implementing this technique
will enable the UE to receive the handover acknowledgment
early before the handover is needed. This will contribute
to reducing handover delay and speed up the handover
procedure as it will be taken beforehand as compared to the
usual case.
This technique specifically aims to decrease the occur-
rences of handover failure, which leads to the reduction of
the interruption time. CHO contributes to reducing the need
for the re-establishment procedure. The handover can be
performed instead of enabling the re-establishment procedure
when the handover failure is recorded. This is because for a
while, the mobile UE can store the handover commands for
multiple target BSs. That will enable the BS to select another
candidate target BS to perform the handover to it instead of
enabling the re-establishment procedure. That will lessen the
interruption time. On the other hand, CHO will contribute
to increasing the signaling overhead and buffering storage
since the mobile must establish monitoring in advance,
while sometimes it may not be needed [147], [148]. Further
investigations are required.
E. DUAL ACTIVE PROTOCOL STACK HANDOVER
The Dual Active Protocol Stack (DAPS) is a proposed
solution introduced by Ericsson to mainly contribute to
reducing the interruption time during UE’s mobility [149].
The key characteristics of this proposed solution are:
i). Continuous communication through the serving BS
after the handover request is received,
ii). Enabling the UE to receive the UE data from the
serving and target BSs simultaneously.
iii). Uplink transmission of UE data switched to target BS
after the random-access procedure.
Figure 13 provides a general description of this proposed
solution. Once the UE receives the request to execute the
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FIGURE 11. Handover problems due to suboptimal HCP settings [141].
FIGURE 12. Coverage scenarios for balancing load between cells [42].
FIGURE 13. The DAPS concept for reducing interruption time that results
from handover [149].
handover procedure, it continues to send and receive UE data
in the serving BS. Simultaneously, the UE establishes a new
connection for synchronizing random access to the target BS.
There are no simulation or measurement results that have
been published for this solution. Thus, further investigations
should be carried out.
V. CHALLENGES AND FUTURE TRENDS
The discussed determinants will create numerous mobility
issues and challenges. Although several techniques have been
introduced in 5G networks to address mobility management
issues, there is no solution that can optimally solve all
mobility problems in future heterogeneous and homogeneous
networks. Moreover, not all proposed solutions have been
investigated in 5G networks. Therefore, no guarantee is
present on whether or not they can all work efficiently
in future networks. Most were designed and validated in
previous networks (such as 4G, 3G, and 2G networks),
which use frequency bands below 5 GHz, while 5G networks
will implement mm-wave bands. Innovating, designing,
and developing advanced, efficient, and smart handover
self-optimization models and handover decision algorithms
for HetNets are clear requirements for future practical
networks. The drivers of mobility challenges discussed in the
previous sections lead to the emergence of several mobility
issues that must be addressed in future HetNets. This section
will examine eight (8) challenges and future research trends
in mobility management.
A. HIGH HANDOVER PROBABILITY
The advent of mm-wave bands, DC, CA, drones, massive
IoT, D2D, M2M, V2X connections and other factors will
collectively cause additional handover scenarios, more than
those found in previous HetNets. Moreover, the huge increase
in mobile connections, emergence of new network types, and
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deployment of ultra-dense networks will be other significant
factors that can raise handover probability. Additionally,
the use of inefficient optimization processes and handover
decision algorithms are further factors that can increase
handover probability. As a result, a significant rise in HFP,
HPPP effect, RLF, and interruption time will take place.
These will subsequently lead to a high reduction in UEs’
spectral efficiency and throughput. As a consequence, high
interruption time will occur, which may lead to increased
service disruptions and overall network quality.
B. NON-OPTIMAL HANDOVER PARAMETERS
SELF-OPTIMIZATION FUNCTION
The risk of mobility problems will further rise if suboptimal
HCP settings are assigned. As previously discussed, there
is no optimal optimization technique available yet that can
thoroughly address all the optimization issues perfectly.
This will also lead to an obvious increase in the handover
probability, HPPP, HFP, and RLF. The central and partial
optimization processes are some factors that contribute to
non-optimal optimization. The input parameters used for the
designed algorithms are other factors that require careful
selection and design. This indicates that a more optimal
algorithm is highly needed. Thus, it becomes necessary to
have more advanced and robust handover self-optimization
algorithms that can estimate accurate HCPs.
C. NON-EFFICIENT LOAD BALANCING
SELF-OPTIMIZATION FUNCTION
The number of connections has massively increased, and the
types of wireless networks have further risen. These will
lead to the deployment of ultra-dense networks consisting
of various technologies that overlap each other, causing an
upsurge in the load balancing operation. The matter will
become more critical in the future as the growing number of
connected UEs rapidly increases. This signifies the need for
smarter load balancing self-optimization algorithms.
D. CONFLICT OPTIMIZATION ISSUE
The optimal solution for LBO and HPO functions consists
of complex relations and their conflicting problems. The
massive number of mobile connections and ultra-overlapping
dense networks in future networks will increase the oper-
ations of HPO and LBO functions. An escalation in
conflicting operations of these two functions will mostly
lead to increased HPO, HPPP, HFP, and RLF, which all
contribute to more interruption time. Collectively, significant
degradation in network throughput, spectral efficiency, and
network quality will take place. Thus, developing smart
automatic coordination models are necessary for future
cellular networks to coordinate between the operation of HPO
and LBO functions.
E. INEFFICIENT HANDOVER DECISION
The current handover decision algorithms will not guar-
antee efficient performance with mm-wave networks.
Feature requirements and specifications of future cellular
networks prompted the need for more efficient handover
decision algorithms. Designing an efficient handover
decision algorithm is another key factor that can contribute
to solving mobility problems. An efficient handover decision
algorithm is a significant functionality that can control the
handover rate, unnecessary handover, and RLF; it is the
essential step of the handover procedure between serving and
target cells.
Since an efficient handover decision algorithm contributes
to providing a seamless connection between the UE and
serving network, it should be effectively designed to perform
and produce a proper handover decision for the suitable
target cell. In the literature, several handover decision
algorithms have been introduced to enhance further handover
performance [59], [60], [81], [150]. These algorithms were
designed based on various parameters that have been inves-
tigated in different wireless systems. Therefore, exploring
various handover decision algorithms in future HetNets will
be crucial for improving UE experiences. Although robust
HPO and efficient LBO algorithms will lead to enhanced
system performance, more effective handover decisions are
also required [53], [60], [151].
F. MACHINE LEARNING (ML) AND ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE (AI)
Enabling Machine Learning (ML) and Artificial Intelli-
gence (AI) to be part of the solutions for addressing mobility
issues will be a significant advantage [152]–[156]. This
can be performed by designing ML/AI algorithms that can
automatically learn from the recorded experiences of users
during their mobility. This will enable the system to perform
the self-optimization and handover procedures faster and
accurately at the correct place and time. Similarly, this
technology can be used to enable the system to learn how and
when to make the balance, as well as which UEs specifically
require the optimization process. Likewise, ML can be used
to detect and address the conflict operation issue that may
occur between HPO and LBO functions.
G. INTERRUPTION TIME FOR URLLC
Interruption time is a critical matter that must be addressed
in 5G networks. It mainly results from an unstable connection
between the UE and the serving network. The surge in the
execution of handover leads to increased interruption time.
During handover execution, the mobile UE cannot receive the
data plan until this period is complete. This interval is known
as an interruption time. It also occurs when the handover
failure is recorded, and a re-establishment connection is
triggered. In the case where the Radio Resource Control
(RRC) connection re-establishment or Non-Access Stratum
(NAS) procedure is triggered, the interruption time increases.
In 5G networks, minimizing interruption time will become
more crucial, especially with the critical remote control
use-cases. Some examples of remote use-cases include
remote robot surgery, smart remotemanufacturing, connected
drones, connected vehicles, and other more critical cases that
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are remote-controlled by wireless networks. These remote
and critical control cases require URLLC to serve efficiently.
It is essential that high communication reliability with
very low end-to-end latency must be secured. For that, one
of the main future targets for 3GPP Rel.17 and beyond is
to introduce more advanced features that could efficiently
support remote and critical use-cases through mobility.
H. SIGNALING OVERHEAD
The signaling overhead will be higher in 5G networks due to
the use of DC, CA, CHO, and mm-wave. Utilizing DC and
CA will enable UEs to simultaneously communicate with the
serving BS over multiple carriers. The case becomes worse if
DC and CA are implemented together in one serving network.
This is because the UE will simultaneously have connections
over multiple carriers. That will further increase handover
scenarios as well as signaling. Collectively, these issues will
raise signaling overhead problems. Further studies regarding
future networks must be conducted to successfully address
these issues.
I. BATTERY LIFE CONSUMPTION
The use of mm-wave, DC, CA, and the increase in handover
probability, and signaling overhead will altogether increase
the power consumption of the UE’s battery. Efficient battery
use remains an outstanding challenge in 5G technology and it
is a goal that must be achieved. 5G technology is aiming for
a 100× battery life increase, as compared to 4G technology.
Achieving this target requires advanced techniques that can
work more efficiently. Although several studies have been
conducted regarding this target [157]–[160], the issue still
requires further research studies.
VI. CONCLUSION
In future mobile cellular systems, several determinants are
presented, which are expected to cause additional mobility
issues. The main key factors include the use of mm-wave
bands, Dual Connectivity (DC), Carrier Aggregation (CA),
the massive growth of mobile communication & devices,
increase in the network diversity, the emergence of drones
as UEs/BSs in the sky, ultra-dense networks, inefficient
optimization process, central optimization operation, partial
optimization, complex relation in optimization operation, and
the inefficient handover procedures that are inherent based on
the current design and algorithms.
The emergence of various mobile networks, such as IoT,
M2M, D2D, and V2X are additional factors that contribute to
the increase of mobility issues. Collectively, these will lead
to a vast surge in the handover rate, where several critical
issues will occur, such as the rise in HFP, HPPP effect, and
RLF during UEs’ mobility. The interruption time, throughput
degradation, and cell edge spectral efficiency degradation
will subsequently increase. Although several solutions have
been proposed for addressing mobility problems, no optimal
solution that can fully solve the issues in 5G networks
exists. Thus, researchers and developers must address these
technical problems and fully tackle mobility challenges to
ensure practical and seamless mobility management in the
current and beyond 5G cellular systems.
APPENDIX
See Table 1.
TABLE 1. List of abbreviations in alphabetical order.
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